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Surface Name Surface Type Resolution Depth Range
Surface

Parameter
Purpose

H13447_MB_1m_MLLW_4of4

CARIS Raster

Surface

(CUBE)

1 meters
13.29 meters -

20.77 meters
NOAA_1m

Complete

MBES

H13447_MB_1m_MLLW_4of4_Final

CARIS Raster

Surface

(CUBE)

1 meters
13.29 meters -

20 meters
NOAA_1m

Complete

MBES

Table 10: Submitted Surfaces

During office review, a single 4-meter grid was generated and encompasses the entire survey.  The final
grid, H13447_MB_4m_MLLW_1of1, has a depth range of 0.78 - 76.55 meters.

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

No vertical or horizontal control reports were generated for this survey. All data were reduced to MLLW via
VDatum model.

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

ERS Datum Transformation

The following ellipsoid-to-chart vertical datum transformation was used:

Method Ellipsoid to Chart Datum Separation File

ERS via VDATUM
 OPR_Q350_KR_21_CapeSarichef_ERTDM21-1_NAD83-

MLLW

Table 11: ERS method and SEP file

All positioning and attitude data associated with OPR-Q350-KR-21 were post-processed in POSPac MMS
using PP-RTX methods. For further discussion, reference the DAPR submitted with this report.
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C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). 

The projection used for this project is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 3.

PPP

All positioning and attitude data associated with OPR-Q350-KR-21 were post-processed in POSPac MMS
using PP-RTX methods.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

A chart comparison was conducted using the Triangle Rule script within the Chart Review Tool of Pydro QC
Tools. A combined s57 file of charted soundings extracted from the ENC listed in the PI and an s57 file of
surveyed soundings were compared with the following results (Figure 16).

Survey H13447 surveyed soundings exhibit 299 instances where surveyed soundings are shoal to charted
soundings by greater than 1m: 170 surveyed soundings are 1-3m shoal to charted; 117 surveyed soundings
are 3-6m shoal to charted; 10 surveyed soundings are 6-9m shoal to charted; 2 surveyed soundings are 9-11m
shoal to charted. The highest concentrations of surveyed shoal to charted soundings exist in the vicinities of
Cataract Cove (Figure 17), Oksenof Point to Cape Mordvinof (Figure 18), and 9.8km Northwest of Peterson
Lagoon (Figure 19). The offshore area flagged Northwest of Peterson Lagoon was not developed to full
coverage as the least depth of the shoal area matched the value charted; the extents of the shoal do need to be
reconsidered during the chart update process to include the flagged soundings on the West side of the shoal.

The shoreline of H13447 revealed itself to be inaccurately represented on ENC US3AK61M and RNC
16520 from Cave Point North and East to Cape Lapin. The field unit noted the survey limits assigned in
the project reference file were likely based off the shoreline as portrayed on existing charts. While the Skiff
was acquiring data, this discrepancy was noted and the Chief of Party opted to acquire exploratory lines
shoreward of the survey limits to provide the most relevant data with which to update the chart(s) (Figures
20 and 21).

Given this is the first modern multibeam survey of the area, the differences found to exist between surveyed
and charted soundings are not surprising but significant. In general, the largest differences are located along
the shoreline and generally do not pose a threat to navigation; the charted extents of rocky shoal areas are
generally well delineated on existing charts.
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